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ABSTRACT. In this paper, we propose an enhanced parallel Self-organizing Map (SOM) framework based on heterogeneous system platform, specifically Central Processing Unit (CPU) and Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) soldered together on a single chip. The framework is to improve speed of parallel SOM using GPU since processing parallel SOM on GPU burden by communication latency due to isolate device architecture with CPU. The parallel SOM has been extended to heterogeneous system platform and double kernel for calculation distance and find Best Matching Unit (BMU) are introduced. The results are tested using benchmark data on two different platforms: GPU and heterogeneous system. The proposed framework shows improvement compared to standard parallel SOM on GPU and heterogeneous system.
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INTRODUCTION

Self-organizing Map (SOM) is one of the data analysis techniques that have gained popularity over the past few decades. The main disadvantage of SOM is training process is quite time consuming especially for processing distance calculation and update the weight of neurons on SOM map (Xiao, Feng, Han, & Leung, 2014). In order to increase SOM processing, many researchers parallelized the algorithm. One of the promising solutions is using Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) (De, Zhang, & Guo, 2016; Richardson & Winer, 2015). Lachmair et al. (2013) and Wittek & Darányi (2013) reported that running the parallel SOM on GPU variant achieve the speed up for large data compared to Central Processing Unit (CPU). Meanwhile, Gajdos & Platos (2013) reported that executing parallel SOM on GPU reduces computation time when input dimension and SOM mapping size are increasing compared to CPU version. However, some researchers stated that processing of the parallel SOM on GPU could be burden by imposing larger mapping size and feature dimensions (Gajdos & Platos, 2013; Hasan, Shamsuddin, & Lopes, 2014; McConnell, Sturgeon, Henry, Mayne, & Hurley, 2012). Moreover, memory utilization will increase when processing large mapping size which leads to high rate of memory transfer (Hasan et al., 2014).

A quite recent trend in GPU computing is to simplify the programming model for GPU based program. Heterogeneous Uniform Memory Access (HUMA) specification has released by Heterogeneous System Architecture (HSA) foundation, a consortium of companies and
universities that provides the programmer with shared virtual address space between CPU and GPU (Power, Hestness, Orr, Hill, & Wood, 2015). One of the GPU programming framework companies, Khronos Group has released OpenCL 2.0 which supports HUMA specification (Opencl, 2014). The heterogeneous systems that combine CPU and GPU on a single chip are capable to share the same memory which leads to improve communication between each other. One of the features in OpenCL 2.0 is Shared Virtual Memory (SVM) introduced to reduce overhead by eliminating deep copies during host-to-device and device-to-host data transfers (Mukherjee, Sun, Blinzer, Ziabari, & Kaeli, 2016). There are two ways of implementing SVM: coarse-grained and fine-grained. The coarse-grained SVM provides synchronization during mapping and unmapping of memory objects meanwhile for fine-grained SVM, the synchronization occurs during the implementation of program (Mukherjee et al., 2016).

Temporarily, several steps in SOM algorithm had been decomposed by researchers in order to execute in parallel. There are many different formations of parallelized SOM found in the literature. It could be stated that most researchers attempt to parallelize calculate distance and find Best Matching Unit (BMU) steps. Both steps is identified as most time consuming steps in SOM processing (Kohonen, 2013). There are several researchers who decomposed SOM algorithm into three steps: calculate distance, find BMU, and update neurons’ weights (De et al., 2016; Gajdos & Platos, 2013; McConnell et al., 2012; Wang, Zhang, & Créput, 2013). Some of the researchers decomposed initialize neuron weights (De et al., 2016; Lachmair et al., 2013).

Accordingly, this paper proposes an enhanced parallel SOM framework based on heterogeneous system platform. The design of this framework is to improve processing speed which triggered by SVM feature in OpenCL 2.0. Basically, the framework consists of three parallelize steps in SOM algorithm that has been separated into three kernels. Moreover, duplicate kernels have been introduced to calculate distance and find BMU kernels. The framework has been evaluated by measuring total computation time and compared with parallel SOM GPU version and parallel SOM heterogeneous system version.

METHODODOLOGY
Previous studies that highlight parallel SOM have been successfully executed on GPU. Almost all the researchers in the literature apply parallelism at calculate distance and find BMU steps. There are many of them apply parallelism at update weight step. Consequent of that we propose to parallelize these three steps into the proposed framework. Meanwhile, heterogeneous system compromises a promising solution for reducing latency in communication between CPU and GPU. In order to gain these advantages, our proposed work is utilizing OpenCL 2.0 platform which specifically SVM feature. The implementation of our work is based on fined-grained SVM buffers. The fined-grained SVM buffers are synchronized during the implementation of SVM buffer which could reduce communication latency between CPU and GPU. The design of proposed framework is extended from our previous work (Mustapha, Abd Khalid, & Ismail, 2017) where the proposed framework introduces the duplicate kernels for distance calculation and find BMU as depicted in Figure 1. The main reason of duplicating the kernels is to increase utilization of work units in GPU. This work is supported by OpenCL where OpenCL allows a programmer to create more than one queue for execution. The queue will process based on out-of-order execution (Opencl, 2014). In out-of-order execution mode there is no guarantee that the enqueued commands will finish in order they were queued. For instance, the execution of the Calculate Distance Kernel_1 and Calculate Distance Kernel_2 might overlapping in the same time which could lead to increase the utilization of work units in GPU side.
In depth of our proposed framework, the framework begins with initializing SOM parameters such as learning factor and weights at the host side. The input data is retrieved and stored into an array. These tasks are performed at host side. Each kernel at the GPU side is provoked by function respectively. The functions also provide setting, initializing parameters, and call the kernels. For example, the calculate distance function is used to call Calculate Distance kernel and it is done the same way with the other two kernels.

The first kernel is Calculate Distance kernel that is used to calculate the distance between neurons and current input vector. The amount of work units are employed to parallelize the calculation distance step is mapped by amount of work-items on GPU where the amount of work-items is equal to the number of neurons in the SOM map. Specifically, each work-item of the kernel is responsible for finding the distance between a single neuron and the current input vector. This research applies Manhattan distance calculation.

In the meantime, the Find BMU kernel applies two stages reduction method (Bryan Catanzaro, 2010). The kernel utilizes work items the same amount of neurons on SOM map. The first stage of reduction method is to find the minimum distance for each local work...

Figure 1. Enhanced parallel SOM framework.
group. The values of minimum distances of each work group will be stored into local array. The second stage is to find the minimum distance for each Compute Unit (CU). The minimum values of each CU are then stored into global array and the host will determine the winning neurons.

The Update Weight kernel is the third kernel in the framework updates the weight of neurons based on learning rate and neighborhood function. The learning rate defines how much a neuron’s vector is altered through an update with referring to how far the distance of the neuron from the BMU on the map. The BMU and its close neighbors will be altered the most, while the neurons on the outer edges of the neighborhood are slightly changed. Immediately after executing the three kernels, the learning factor and neighborhood radius are updated with the new values. All of the steps include in the loop block will be repeated until n iteration or epoch before the SOM map is generated.

**COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS**

Two series of experiments have been conducted to evaluate the proposed framework. The experiments employ Bank Marketing benchmark data set that was taken from UCI Machine Learning Repository. For each experiment, three versions of parallel SOM have been tested: parallel SOM on GPU (PSG), parallel SOM on heterogeneous system (PSH), and enhanced parallel SOM on heterogeneous system (ePSH). The experimental design of the experiments is depicted in Table 1. In the experiments, each dataset is tested using four different map sizes in order to find the best map size (Mustapha et al., 2017). The performance measurement is based on time in seconds. Four kinds of time have calculated from the execution of each kernel and the total time. These experiments have been conducted on a laptop equipped with Intel Skylake i7-6700HQ processor which built in Intel® HD Graphics 530. The processor supports OpenCL 2.0 specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm versions</th>
<th>Performance Measurement</th>
<th>Map sizes</th>
<th>Iterations</th>
<th>No. of Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Parallel SOM on GPU (PSG), 2) Parallel SOM on HSA (PSH), 3) Enhanced Parallel SOM HSA (ePSH)</td>
<td>1) Calculate Distance, 2) Update weight, 3) Find BMU, 4) Total time</td>
<td>10x10, 20x20, 30x30, 40x40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5000 (3 parameters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) Parallel SOM on GPU (PSG), 2) Parallel SOM on HSA (PSH), 3) Enhanced Parallel SOM HSA (ePSH)</td>
<td>1) Calculate Distance, 2) Update weight, 3) Find BMU, 4) Total time</td>
<td>10x10, 20x20, 30x30, 40x40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15000 (3 parameters)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results for each experiment have been collected and shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Figure 2 depicts the results of the first series of experiments which employ 5000 dataset. From the graph, the ePSH that consists of the proposed framework capable to reduce total time compared to PSH and PSG. Based on relative different of total time, ePSH reduces time 4 to 10 percent over PSH and 34 to 39 percent over PSG.

Meanwhile, the second series of experiments also prove ePSH perform faster than PSG and PSH. Figure 3 shows the results of the second series of experiments that apply 15000 dataset. The ePSH shows better results which score 6 to 15 percent over PSH and 39 to 43
percent over PSG. Moreover, both series of experiments illustrate that ePSH perform better when utilizes larger dataset as the relative different values increase.
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**Figure 2. The results of the first series of experiments**

![Series 2 - 15000 Dataset](image2)

**Figure 3. The results of the second series of experiments**

**CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we propose an enhanced parallel SOM framework that based on heterogeneous system. The framework is extended from parallel SOM researches that consist of three kernels: calculate distance kernel, find BMU kernel, and update weight kernel. The proposed framework is included with two calculate distance kernel and two find BMU kernel. The proposed framework is designed with the aim to increase the utilization of processing element on GPU. From the experimental results, the proposed framework achieves better in total time processing compared to PSG and PSH. The proposed framework also can be realized by using heterogeneous platform where it offers efficient communication between CPU and GPU. In the future, we will extend the proposed framework with more duplicating kernels in order to study their performances.
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